
MARINE LITTER

Clean up the beach

Learn from rubbish

Join forces
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INTRODUCTION

●We are working in a Erasmus + project. The topic of this project is Marine Litter.
Four different countries participate in this project: CYPRUS, ITALY PORTUGAL
and SPAIN. This presentation is focused in our work in Aguilas, Murcia Region,
Spain.



ACTIVITY 1

On Tuesday (8 th May 2018) we went to Cabo Cope beach, near Aguilas to learn
from marine litter and collect some. We were divided into three different
groups and each one went different zones. In each section was also divided is
smaller groups ( 8-7) from different countries. In total, we were more than 60
people at the beach.



AREA

●This is the area, where we cleaned up the beach. The green area is Section 1, the blue 
area is Section 2 and the yellow area is Section 3.



LITTER COLLECTED

●We saw a lot of types of rubbish.  
The most common type was
microplastics. We collected more 
than one hundred of
microplastics. As you can see in 
the next diagram.

https://view.genial.ly/5c3d9e30b47b536e4b42669a/microplasticos-salida-ies-europa


TABLE1

In this table you can see the quantity of each type of rubbish that we picked up on
Tuesday 8th May 2018.



Collecting and sorting



COLLECTED LITTER

Now in the next diagram you can see the rubbish collected on section 2
●.
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TOP 10 BREAKDOWN

●In the next graph you can see the top ten of garbage picked up on section 2
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LITTER COLLECTED

●Now in the next diagram you are going to see the rubbish collected by section 3.



TOP 10 BREAKDOWN

●in the next diagram you are going to see the top 10 of breakdown that the section 3 
picked up.



TABLE 2

nº LITTER UNITS

1 Non-identifiable plastic fragments+2,5cm 183

2 Non-identifiable plastic fragments-2,5cm 114

3 Cigarette butts 64

4 Cosmetics 60

5 Glass fragments 56

6 Ropes,cords and strings 45

7 Bottle caps and stoppers and rings 41

8 Other identifiable plastic objects 19

9 Irrigation Pipes 17

10 Wet wipes 14

TOTAL 613



Top ten Zone 2
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TOP TEN ZONE 2
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TRASH FINDINGS_ ZONE 2
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Rubbish Sorting



Weighting collected rubbish



ACTIVITY 2

●On Wednesday, the students from other countries visitide the town 
council, the fishing port and the fishermen market while we were in class.



ACTIVITY 3

Finally, yesterday we did the last activity; A visit to Cartagena, an

old city with a lot of interesting museums of which we visited two: 

The Navy Museum and The Arqua Museum. We also visited a 

fishing boat, where they explained the different parts and fuctions

of the boat.



CONCLUSION

●To conclude all these activities have helped us to realize how important  
is to preserve our seabeds particularly, and all the nature in general. For 
this reason we encourage not only to the people present here today, but 
to all the world because to look for and respect our present is to 
guarantee our future.


